By John Alexander Davies.
The human mind, mental and moral, is the only thing about man which he can call himself, and this both because nothing about his corporeal frame can be supposed to constitute his personality, and the mind alone is constant. It is sometimes said that knowledge should be pursued for its own sake; but, leaving this as a somewhat doubtful and not very clear point, it may be set down as something acknowledged by all, that every species of inquiry which appears likely to yield results conducive to utility, may lawfully be entered upon. The investigation of the various phenomena of the human mind may from experience be said to be within this restriction.
It appears reasonable to affirm that before the manner of the operations of the human mind is inquired into, the phenomena themselves should receive a close inspection, and this because the assumption of unproved causes with a view to the determination of effects is indirect, inasmuch as it may be necessary to suppose many causes, and also because in the majority of cases many effects are known, and the transition from supposed causes to others or observed effects would probably often be unjust. The phenomenon of perception is one which has not been explained in a way satisfactory to the whole of tbe philosophical community.
Ordinary people have no difficulty upon the matter, and this of course because they never choose to give it their attention. No person, it may be presumed, ever supposed that the wall or tree before him existed in his mind when he looked upon it; but it is a general idea that we immediately "behold the various objects surrounding us, although one 
